We present a complete ~et of easily programmable computer algorithms, and a set of numerical tables, for the thernial conductivities of the nine gases: N 2 , O 2 , NO, CO, CO 2 , N 2 0, CH 4 , CF 4 , and SF~. This complements our earlier correspondingstates work on the equilibrium and 'transport properties of these gases [J. Phys. Chern. Kef. Data 16, 445 (lYH7); 17, 255 (lYHH)]. The results embrace the temperature range from T* = kT / E = 1 up to a nominal upper limit of 3000 K. The accuracy achieved is specified, and the correlation can be used in a predictive mode_
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Introduction
Accurate correlations and predictions of the equilibrium and transport properties of gases and gas mixtures are needed as elements for data bases for the design or optimization of many processes and devices of industrial importance. For low-density gases this need has been partially met for a number of simple gases, thanks to the existence of a highly developed kinetic theory and of a principle of corresponding states for molecular interactions. However, the complexity of the thermal conductivity of molecular gases, and its dependence on molecular internal degrees of freedom and details of inelastic collisions, has thus far prevented its inclusion in any such general correlation scheme.
The situation has recently changed through the development of a correlation that relates the diffusion coefficient for molecular rotational energy to measurable rotational relaxation times. 1 This relation has been validated with respect to accurate data for N 2 , CO, CO 2 , N 2 0, CH 4 , and CF 4 , In this paper we present a complete set of compnter algorithms, and a set of numerical tables, for the thermal conductivities of the above-mentioned six gases, plus O 2 , NO, and SF 6 • This work complements our earlier work on the eqUilibrium and transport properties or eleven polyatomic gases. 2 The two gases missing are C 2 H4 and C 2 H 6 • For these gases the theory is not yet able to cope with the fact that the molecules have several lnternal degrees of freedom which are readily excited by collisions, and not just a single degree of freedom for rotation that is easily excited.
Methodology
The correlation is based on a kinetic theory that treats the, contributions of the . different molecular . degrees. of freedom to the ; thermal conductivity separately. Thus the thermal conductivity, A, can be written. as a sum of contributions .from translational,' rotational,. vibrational, and. electronic degrees. of freedom;
(1) T()· a first, rough. approximation these . contributions are independent; the translational ,contribution is like th~t:of a ,monatomic gas, and the other contributions correspond to the transport of molecular internal energy by diffusion mechanisms. In this frrstapproximation" A can becalculated .from knowledge of the viscosity ('J}) the self-diffu~ sioncoefficient (D), and. the specific heat. of the,gas;: l\. more. careful treatment shows that the . contributions toX af(~not indeperid~nt, but are modified by inelastic molecular co11isions. 3 ,4 Each . internal degree . of freedom then requires. its own diffusion coefficient" and there 'are corrections to.each term.in Eq. (1) because of interactions with the other degrees of freedom.
In practice,only· the translation-rotation interaction· is important.for the nine gases considered here. The vibrational . relaxation times are so longS that the vibrational degrees of freedom. can be considered to behave. independently. Electronic excitation is significant in the case oiNO, but for this gas simplifications occur because the ·~lectronic degrees of freedom.make only a small contributionto the specific heat and because the electronic. relaxation time is nearly ten times longer than the rota"" tional relaxation· time. 6 As a result, the electronic degrees of freedom can also be treated as independent to a good approximation. However,even with all these simplifications, substantial information in addition to '11, D, and C v is .now needed to calculate . . A: a . diffusion coefficient for rotational energy; D rot , a 'collision number for rotational relaxation, Zrou :and the individual contributions to the specific heat,Crot,Cvib, andC e1ec • All of these quantities are functiottsof temperature. The specific heats can. be obtained by . well-established methods of statistical ther~ modynamics 7&.b; . the temperature dependence of Zrcit· is reasonably well-determined. from . theory~8,9 and involves Qnenew parameter, .thelimitinghigh-tcmpcrature value, Z~cit; the behavior. of D rot is found from that of Zrot , land it is this relation that makes the present correlation possible.The value of ' 11 and of D, ::::: Dvib :::::D e1eC are available from a previous correlation 2 which was based largely on a· ,principle.of corresponding· states.
In summary, the. present correlation permits A to be calculated. from known quantities,' with the addition of only one new parameter, Zi:~. The value of Zr~tcan be obtained, in· principle at· least, from a single accurate measurement of A or of Zrot (e .g., from sound absorption) .. In practice, we have used the best available. measurements of both A and Zrot to determine an optimum value for. Zr~t. For O 2 and NO-we have relied more on the relaxation measurements because sufficiently reliable values of A are not available;
Functionals and Parameters
The calculations. are' most conveniently specified in terms of dimensionless quantities, in particular the group pDI'11, where p is the mass density, and the group AMI '11R.The latter is related to thePrandtl number, Pr, by (2) whereC p is the molar heat capacity,R is the universal gas constant,· and M is. the molecular weight. These dimensionless quantities are calculated from a principle of corresponding states augmented by a. somewhat complicated .set of formulas given· in Appendix A-.· The. necessary constants and parameters are . collected in Appendix B, and. the functionals appearing in~ the formulas are. in Appendix C. The main functionals are (nearly) universal functions of temperature when written in terms of scale factors representing molecular interaction energy . -at low.temperatures a scale·factorE .corresponding to.the depth of the potential-energy well, and at high temperatures a scale factor Vo corresponding to the strength of the intermolecular repulsion as represented by an exponential function. A dimensionless scale factor p* also occurs at the point where . the low-temperature . and high-temperature expressions for the. functionals join'. at T*= kT IE = 10. Minor functionalsdepend on temperaturethrough a scale factor8 rot ; which corresponds to the molecular moment of inertia. These minor functionals also depend on such parameters as molecular dipole and quadrupole moments. The complete formulas appear in Appendix A. No scale factor'O'coriesponding to molecular size or interaction· range occurs explicitly in the present calculations; such a scale factor occurs only indirectly through the viscosity ' 11 which is already available. from an earlier. correlation. 2 TableBlcontains values· of the universal' physical constants employed in this. work; 10 and TableB2 con-tains·the.values of the molecular weights of the gases. II The energy scaling parameters E, together with the scale factor. p*, are listed in Table. B3.These are the same values as used Pl-eviously2; they • have .beeu normalized with respect to the following values for argon:
The material parameters needed for the. calculation 'of Drot and A, according to the formulas in Appendix A, are given in TableB4.
Experimental Data
The. experimental thermal conductivity data considered ,in this work were contained in over 1000 citations, based on a computer output supplied to us by the Purdue University Center for Information and Numerical Data Analysis (CINDAS), supplemented with citations from the IUPAC Transport Properties Research Centre at Imperial College, London, and from our own resources. All citations were scrutinized and reduced to about 30 references upon which our comparisons wIth experiment are ultimately based. The latter were read, critically evaluated, and divided into two classes called primary data (PD) and secondary data (SD).
The division into two classes was based on several objective and sUbjective criteria. These were: (a) an evaluation of the capability of the method used and of the theory of the instrument; (b) a subjective assessment of the reliability of the data, guided by an examination of internal consistency of error analysis and reproducibility; (c.) the authors' statement of prec.ision and acc.uracy; and (d) a direct intercomparison of results from different laboratories and of results obtained by different methods. In practice, all primary data were obtained by the transient hot-wire method. 1z
The primary data were used essentially as guides to the formulation of the relation between D rot and Zrot that forms the basis of the correlation. 1 Secondary data served for validation and for the inclusion of the gases O 2 and NO. The references listed in the bibliography of Appendix E contain both primary and secondary data.
~lmi1ar remarks apply to the various relaxation measurements that were the source of the Zrot values used in the correlation, but here the experimental uncertainties were very much greater than in the case of the thermal conductivity measurements. The final sources appear with Table B4 .
Validation, Deviation Plots, and Accuracy
Validation of our computational procedures is represented by 9 deviation plots in Appendix D. The class of the data (PD or SD) is indicated in the captions. There are no primary data for O 2 and NU, and dIrect primary data at only one temperature for SF 6 . Also shown are correlations for N2 and CO obtained by MilIat and Wakeham,13 who used a procedure quite similar to the present one but performed a correlation for each system individually. Their procedure yields somewhat greater accuracy in the region where reliable data exist, but is less reliable for prediction (i.e., extrapolation). The agreement between our results and theirs is excellent. Points are also shown for a similar earlier correlation by Milhlt et al ~ 14 for N 2 , CO, CO 2 CH 4 , and CF 4 in the tf'mperature range 300-1000 K. Again the agreement is ex-cel1ent, except for CH 4 at the highest temperatures. Half the discrepancy for CH 4 is due to the use of different specific heats and viscosities.
We have not included comparisons with several important earlier correlations lS -17 for N 2 , O 2 , and CH 4 , since these Mf' essentially representations of experimental re-sults that include data we would now regard as secondary.
On the basis of an analysis of the uncertainties in the correlations for Zrot and D rot , and of the comparison with accurate measurements (i.e., the results in Figs. DI-D9), we estimate the uncertainty of the present correlations tor A, to be 1.)% in the range 3UU-)UU K, deteriorating to 3% at lower and higher temperatures, for the seven gases N 2 , CO, CO 2 , N 2 0, CH 4 , CF 4 , and SF6'! For O 2 and NO we increase these estimates to 3% in the range 300-500 K, rising to 5% at lower and higher temperatures. For these two gases we believe that our calculated results are more accurate than the existing secondary data, but we cannot guarantee it.
In no case do we recommend the correlation for A to be used at temperatures lower than T* = 1, where our earlier correlation for the viscosities of these gases ends. 2 A useful and remarkably simple correlation for the Prandtl number has been proposed by van den Oord and Korving.!8 By considering the total heat flux rather than its separate translational and internal components, a procedure that is mathematically equivalent to a simple linear transformation of the basis functions used to solve the Boltzmann equation, they obtained an alternative expression for A in which a rather complicated term turns out to be small enough to be neglected in many cases. (Parenthetically, we note that this omission is equivalent to assuming a relation between Drat and Zrot. 1) Further simplification was then achieved by recourse to some approximate relations among cross sections (including relations equivalent to the expression Zclc..;;, Zvib :> Zrot); the final result, given in terms of the Prandtl number, is as follows:
The results of this approximate formnl:l :lre ~lso presented in the deviation plots of Figs 
Description of the Tables
the values should fall on a straight line of slope 8/97T = 0.283. The results follow this prediction only approxi-The tables of numerical data are not meant to be exmately, but a workable correlation nonetheless exists. It haustive and have not been designed for linear interpolais perhaps worth noting that the largest deviations occur tion. They are convenient extracts only, because the for O 2 and NO, the systems of lowest accuracy in the algorithm for each property can be programmed on a present correlation. The predictions of Eq. (3) are poorer computer without difficulty on the basis of the informafor the nonlinear molecules CH 4 , CF 4 , and especially tion supplied here. They can be used for numerical SF~: ' checks of such programs. Another way of presenting these results, in a form
The tables, one for each gas, are identical in their valid for both linear and nonlinear molecules, is to rear-structure and give values of A, C p / R, Pr, and the therrange Eq. (3) as follows:
mal diffusivity K, defined as
Crot 37T Zrot where c p is the specific heat. SI units are used throughwith a universal function f(T*) given. at least approxiout, and K is referred to a standard pressure of 1.013 25 mately, by the righthand side of Eq. (C4). The use of Eq.
bar (l atm). Below O°C, the temperatures are listed in (3) or (4) may prove convenient when results of less than kelvins, above that in degrees Celsius in conformity with optimal accuracy are acceptable in particular applica-the common practice prevailing at this time. tions. 
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Appendix A General Formulas
(AI)
where C rot , C vib , and C e1ec are the molar heat capacities.
where (LlAU/A)sat sat the saturation (Le., high-field) value of the fractional change in A when a magnetic field is applied parallel to the temperature gradient. It is an experimentally known quantity, at least at 300 K. The dimensionless constant C spin is needed to calculate the temperature dependence of Ll spin ; it is given in (AIO) where gILIL, gILe, and gee are temperature-dependent dimensionless factors of order unity that are given in Ap-
The term b. spin amounts to less than a 1.5% correction, and for all practical purposes is temperature independent, for all the systems considered here. 1 It would be larger for more anisotropic molecules. The Aex terms give less than 1 % total correction for the present systems, but are much larger for strongly polar molecules with small mom~nts of ln~rthl (~.g .• HC1. NH:!. H 2 0).l,3
For completeness, the expression for the viscosity is,
where the functional n(2,2)* is given in Appendix C, and ITj = 1+(3/196)(SE*-7)2, 
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